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The strength of a great group

Alf Group
_

A feel for beauty,
harmony and
versatility in the
bedroom and
living area.

The strength
of a

GREAT
GROUP
Made-in-Italy
furniture for the
international
market.

CONTRACT

COMPANY PROFILE

Alf Group is an Italian company leading the way in the
international furniture scene.
As the star of a successful entrepreneurial adventure, this
company has made the quest for quality and continuous
improvement its mission, interpreting modern spaces and
lifestyles with ever new products and ideas.

Kitchen spaces with
a unique taste for
elegance and quality.

Alf Group

Special furniture
solutions for hotels
and turnkey contract
projects.
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Our story

Our

STORY

DaFrè

Valdesign

The origins of Alf Group date back to the early 1950s, when a group of artisan
wood workers, with a wealth of experience and skill behind them, decided to
come together to form a cooperative in Francenigo (Treviso, Italy).
After just a few years, the initial team had become an important industrial
presence in the sector, so much so that the Piovesana brothers were inspired
to take over the whole company and invest in new resources. And the results
did not take a long time to show: Alf began expanding in the early 1960s,
thanks to its ability to distinguish itself in the bedroom furniture design and
creation sector. In the decades that followed, increasingly fast-paced market
development and a desire to meet the needs of its customers meant that the
Alf Group increased production, without ever compromising on the very best
made-in-Italy quality.
Today, the Alf Group holds an important position in the furniture market,
thanks to its ability to offer solutions for the living area, bedroom and kitchen,
as well as turnkey contract solutions, providing cutting-edge services with
outstanding flexibility and timing.
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kitchens
living area

bedrooms

bedrooms

bedrooms
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Alf

DaFrè

Alf buys DaFrè

DaFrè launches
the living area

Valdesign

Alf DaFrè and
Alf Italia

Alf Russia
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2016
Alf Group

bedrooms

Alf

bedrooms
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OUR PEOPLE,
OUR PLACES
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The numbers behind. Our people, our places

The numbers behind

production sites

100.000

350

m2
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1

research
centre
Alf Group

The 100,000 m2 space of production facility gives an idea
of the physical size of the company, where family tradition
and human values are considered the true company
heritage. Every piece of furniture is created out of decades of
experience and the work of a united and motivated team, in
a positive and ethical environment. The quality offered by
the Alf Group is the result of the sense of responsibility felt
by each and every worker.
Thanks to the use of technology and the professionalism of
its workers, the Alf Group guarantees the productivity and
flexibility of a modern company, together with the care for
processing techniques and customisation options that come
from its artisan origins.

COMPANY PROFILE

employees
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Our production

SHOWROOM

Our

Strada Maestra D’Italia 32
31016 Cordignano
Treviso Italy

PRODUCTION

Robotised painting

Alf DaFrè loading area
Alf DaFrè production facility

The full Alf Group production cycle
takes place across the three company
facilities, all located in the Treviso area,
in the industrious north-east of Italy.
This allows for full control over quality
and perfect coordination of each stage
of the work, from design to production
and logistics.

2nd floor: Showroom

LEGAL
HEADQUARTERS

Alf Italia production facility

Via S. Pio X 17
31018 Francenigo di Gaiarine
Treviso Italy

1st floor: Domestic and export sales offices
Painting line
for Alf Italia

Semi-finished
goods production

Sistema Uno

Loading area

Semi-finished goods warehouse

Loading area

Warehouse

COMPANY PROFILE

Production facility

Alf Italia warehouse

2nd floor: Research
and Development

Ground floor: Supply office

1st floor: Data processing centre
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Sales and administrative offices

Via A. Luciani, 70
31043 Vallonto di Fontanelle
Treviso Italy

Alf Group

VALDESIGN
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Our production
Alf Group

COMPANY PROFILE
The Alf Group operating units
are organised so as to guarantee
the best quality finished products,
implementing a working method
that brings together artisan skill and
technological innovation. Even the
sales offices offices take full advantage
of the possibilities offered by the
most recent IT technology, through
a network that guarantees fast and
reliable deliveries to the customer.
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Complexity made simple Sistema Uno

Complexity made simple

SISTEMA UNO
SISTEMA UNO is the result of a challenge
the Alf Group set itself to standardise and
organise its increasingly diversified production,
encouraging creativity in the design stage
and optimising the resources available to the
company.

Customer

PANELS/YEAR
PRODUCTS OVER
TWO SHIFTS

500.000

MONTHS TO
STUDY
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> Greater choice of models, finishes and sizes
> High quality processing
> Definitive timescales

BENEFITS FOR
THE COMPANY
>

Better order management

>

Made-to-order production

>

Streamlined logistics

>

Technological innovation
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MONTHS TO
IMPLEMENT

14

M2 OF OCCUPIED
SPACE

3.300

WAREHOUSE
SPACE
RECOVERED

3.300

SISTEMA

UNO
Alf
production
system

1 unit

COMPANY PROFILE

BENEFITS FOR
THE CUSTOMER
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Alf Group

PEOPLE
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Complexity made simple Sistema Uno

SISTEMA

UNO

Edge banding
line and automated
return

Automatic
edge feeder

Hole drilling and
insertion line

Automatic
warehouse
stacker

Panel loading
area

Large
untreated
panel

Finished
panel with
hardware

Alf Group

Automated
panel
warehouse

COMPANY PROFILE

Cutting centre for
sectioning semifinished products
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A global vision

100% LIVING
3%

7%

Complements

Kitchens

10%

Sideboards

20%

2%

18%

11%

Beds units

Sofas

Beds

Chairs

10%

Wardrobes

8%

11%
Tables

The strength of the Alf Group is in its ability to work in multiple
different spaces, styles and living arrangements, from the living
room to the bedroom and the kitchen, all with the same global
approach and attention to every detail and requirement. The
versatility and conceptual breadth of the Alf Group can also
be seen in its ability to interpret the increasingly varied design
trends of today, with an authentic project culture and a creative
talent that makes the difference.
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Day system

A feel for beauty, harmony
and versatility in the
bedroom and living area.

Kitchen spaces with a
unique taste for elegance
and quality.

Made-in-Italy
furniture for the
international market.

SERVICING OUR
CUSTOMERS

M2

A few figures
CONTAINERS / YEAR

TRUCKS / YEAR

METRES

1.400

Technology and energy serving our customers

Technology and energy

600
3.500.000
Perimeter of panels that are squared off

PARTS

1.000.000

M2

450.000
Painted panels (cutting batch)

M2

170.000
Painted panels JTS (Just In Time)

CARTONS / YEAR

COMPANY PROFILE

Parts drilled per year

175.000

Thanks to its efficient organisation and advanced technologies, the Alf
Group is able to satisfy every need, offering levels of productivity and
efficiency to suit any request or situation.
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CARTONS / YEAR

180.000
MTO (Made To Order) cartons

Alf Group

Assembly of MTS (Made To Stock) cartons
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100% Made in Italy

100%
MADE IN ITALY

Every Alf Group product is proudly made in
Italy by a company that brings together creative
talents, scrupulous production and technological
know-how, all in respect of its people and the
environment. These qualities are essential for a
company continuously faced with the requests of
a developed international audience; and all of this
must be done at a highly competitive market price
given its quality and design.

Alf Group

COMPANY PROFILE

All Alf Group products are
designed and manufactured in
Italy, to guarantee precise and
careful inspections at every stage of
production.
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Alf Group
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100% Made in Italy

Our world

Our

WORLD

countries around
the world

6

trade shows
attended

65%
abroad

35%

Italy
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Alf Group

91
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In addition to being one of the largest
companies in the Italian market, the
Alf Group is active in all of the main
international markets and continues
to expand its presence, thanks also to
its attendance at the major furniture
and design trade shows.
It represents a business success that
contributes to making the world in
which we live ever more beautiful,
welcoming and positive.
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Our world

A feel for

QUALITY
Quality living is a fundamental component of daily life: the Alf Group
collection is the result of its constant commitment to offering the widest
possible choice to its customers, in creating their own domestic space.
Behind this way of interpreting quality is an artisan passion for wood, which
blends with design and technological know-how that is constantly being
renewed.

RECOGNITION
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CODE OF
ETHICS
Through its Code of Ethics, the
Alf Group sets out its values and
behavioural guidelines which
govern its actions and its relations
with others. These same values and
principles also guide its managers,
employees and collaborators,
guaranteeing efficiency, reliability and
a good company reputation.

The “Company to Watch” status is
awarded on the basis of quantitative
analysis and qualitative assessments
by authoritative analysts at Databank,
to companies that stand out in their
market both for their economic
and financial performance and for
their business methods. It is given to
those with a significant competitive
advantage in their sector and high
growth potential, which implement
specific product and process
innovation strategies.

Certificate of
excellent reliability
The CRIBIS D&B Rating 1 is awarded
every year to just 6% of Italian
companies. It is an extremely reliable
economic and financial indicator,
calculated on the basis of numerous
variables: company information
and data, indexes and balance sheet
data, company seniority, payment
experience and any negative
information.

Alf Group

The Alf Group is part of Sedex, one
of the largest collaborative platforms
of buyers, suppliers and business
operators in the world, used
by over 38,000 companies in more
than 150 countries, to exchange
information and improve quality, and
health and safety in the workplace.
The Alf Group’s involvement in Sedex
shows its desire to contribute to this
exchange of information and improve
quality and ethical standards within
the production chain.

COMPANY PROFILE

Company to watch
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International certification

INTERNATIONAL
CERTIFICATION

COMPANY PROFILE

At the Alf Group, quality is not a vague concept, but a value that
is measurable with scientific precision, in all aspects of company
operation. From the selection of raw materials to the design,
production stages, logistics and services. Both the company and
products are certified, in line with international quality standards:
an absolute must for a company with global vision and outreach, but
also a solid launch pad for further improvement on a daily basis.

A.L.F. UNO S.P.A.
is certified by the
ISO 9001:2008
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Alf Group

A.L.F. UNO S.P.A.
è certificata
ISO 9001:2008
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Pride, enthusiasm and a sharing mentality. The Alf Group is not just a
group of production facilities, machineries and products; it is a group of
real, dynamic people, each of whom has a face, a name, dreams, energy,
desires and passion. Cristina and Piero Piovesana have, since their
childhood, lived in their father Oliviero’s company, treating it as their
second home. Flavio Da Frè, Cristina’s husband, is also from a furnituremaking family. Then there are the hundreds of other men and women who,
with their hands, heart and head, give form to this great success.

Alf Group

COMPANY PROFILE

SHAPE TO
YOUR HOME

A great team to give shape to your home

A great team to give
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Buongiorno
Oliviero!

All the days lived at ALF have been and will be “buone giornate”, “good
days” because if based on these values, all days become “buone”,
“good”. And these are the values of Oliviero’s character that he has
transmitted to his Company. These are the rules of the game and it does
not matter if, at the end of the day, we are tired from the confrontation with
others, consumed by our doubts and by the uncertainty of how we will
face and resolve the problems of the next day.
It is thanks to these rules that we will be determined and tenacious
when solving the problems that will present themselves each day
because, as Oliviero would say “el fien vol portà a casa prima che piove ”
which means “the hay must be brought home before it rains”.
We will be loyal and transparent creating authentic team work which
will emerge above any one individual. We will experience an honest
assessment of failure and humility in the face of success.

By seeing us all reunited here today, at this moment Oliviero would surely say
something like “Cossa feo qua? N’altra reunion? Via, via, ‘ndè a lavorar! ”, “What
are you doing here? Another meeting? Come on, get to work!”. Yes, Oliviero,
shortly we will all get back to work. Mrs. Giuditta, Cristina, Piero, Flavio: be
strong, a lot of work is waiting for us:
we are ready to face it and it does not frighten us because we are together and
we are stronger thanks to the values that Oliviero has transmitted to all of us.
Oliviero, one last word from all of us: grazie!
To work with you has been a privilege!
— Your Collaborators.
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A great team to give shape to your home

Oliviero would say “Mi me piase le robe bele ”
meaning “I like beautiful things” and he would continue
“noialtri doven far robe bele par i nostri clienti”
which means “we must do beautiful things for our customers”:
you are right Oliviero, we will continue to do “robe bele ”, “beautiful things” so
that our customers will open their doors to welcome us as friends and not only
because we will produce nice products.
You, Oliviero, have travelled the world and you sold your furniture despite not
speaking any foreign languages and you have been successful in doing so
because you knew another language better than anyone else:
the language of welcoming others without any distinction;
you would welcome anyone. In front of your manifestations of respect towards
others, friendliness and humility, everyone welcomed you,
calling you immediately by name: for everyone,
immediately, Oliviero, a friend!
Respect, friendliness and humility: these are the “robe bele ”,
“beautiful things” that contradistinguished a great Man before being
a great Entrepreneur.

COMPANY PROFILE

Because “Buona”, “good” is the day lived with energy and determination,
not the one lived with laziness and apathy.
“Buona” is the day lived with humility, not the one lived with superiority.
“Buona” is the day lived with loyalty and transparency,
not the one lived in deception.
“Buona” is the day lived with unstoppable tenacity,
not the one lived with uncertainty and doubt.
“Buona” is the day lived with irony,
not the one lived with hatred and rancor.
“Buona” is the day lived with love and solidarity,
not the one lived with jealousy or indifference.

We will show solidarity with those who may be experiencing difficulties and we
will be loved because we are sincere friends to many people.
We will quickly react in front of opportunities because,
as Oliviero would say “i osei vol ciapai quando che i passa”
which means that “the birds must be caught before they fly away”.
And, finally, we will be ironic but, always with a huge smile on our face.

Alf Group

Every morning always started with a “Buongiorno”, a sincere and caring
expression that Oliviero dedicated to everyone of us, his collaborators
both in the offices and in the factories, to our customers and to our
suppliers. A “Buongiorno” expressed in a high tone, sincere, for everyone,
nobody excluded: from the closest collaborator to the newest employee.
It was a wish dedicated to everyone regardless of how we left each other
the evening before or regardless of what we may discuss during the day:
the beginning of the day always started with the wish of a “giornata
buona”, which means “good day”.
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